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Every ten years, when states are forced to redraw their congressional districts, the process is intensely partisan,

and the outcome is rarely fair and democratic. In the last few decades, the growing capabilities of computers

have offered the promise of objective, computerized redistricting. Unfortunately, the redistricting problem can

be shown to be NP-Complete, but there are a number of heuristics that are effective. We specifically define the

redistricting problem and analyze several variations of a new divide and conquer algorithm, comparing the

compactness and population deviation of our new algorithm to existing algorithms and the actual districts.

We offer a comparative component-based analysis that demonstrates the strengths and weaknesses of each

algorithm component and the type of input. The comparative analysis shows that there are several ways to

produce valid redistricting plans, but each approach has benefits and consequences.

Our new algorithm produces valid results to the redistricting problem in almost every state that undergoes

congressional redistricting, offering a new solution to this challenging real world problem. In one version, the

algorithm produces plans with the optimal population deviation in 42 out of 43 multi-district states, which

is better than most algorithms in the literature. While compactness scores vary, this approach offers new

opportunities to improve population deviation. Our output files comply with the accepted format at most

government hearings and redistricting competitions, so the results would be compatible with most public

participation efforts in 2020.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Every ten years, state legislatures across the United States redraw the districts for state and federal

representatives. The process of redistricting is notoriously partisan and prone to political mischief.

Politically motivated redistricting designed to favor a certain group, known as gerrymandering

[28], is a persistent problem, and many reformers have sought alternatives to the politicized process

[25]. Recently, these have included developing algorithms as a method of reducing the political bias.

However, there is considerable debate over what attributes a good district needs to have because

there are competing theories on how to define good representation [23]. This has led to a variety

of redistricting algorithms with varying results.

Broadly stated, the goal of a redistricting algorithm is to partition a state’s population units into

a given number of compact, contiguous, and equally sized districts. While redistricting laws differ

from state to state, population equality, contiguity, compactness, and communities of interest are
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2 Levin and Friedler

almost universal criteria [40]. The version of the redistricting problem that we consider emphasizes

population equality, requiring a deviation between districts of at most 0.5% of the average population,

which complies with the most recent Supreme Court precedent [49, 52, 53]. Districts must also be

contiguous, such that for any two points inside the district there exists a path between the two

points that does not cross the district boundary [40]. Contiguity also implicitly requires that a

single building, such as houses and apartment buildings, must be in a single district, assuming that

an algorithm relies on census blocks for its underlying data.
1
This is consistent with the definition

of contiguity in most states [40].

Following H.P. Young’s skepticism of compactness measures [68], we exclude compactness from

the problem definition, and use it instead to evaluate the quality of redistricting plans. Young

demonstrates that each compactness measure fails to capture at least one type of non-compact

district, suggesting that all examined compactness measures are flawed [68].

We exclude communities of interest from this analysis because this concept is notoriously vague.

A community of interest is a group of people who have similar qualities, such as religion, race, or

culture, and live in close proximity [40]. Some reformers suggest that districts should include entire

communities of interests to offer like minded voters the same representative [40]. Yet, there is no

consensus on which qualities qualify a group as a community of interest because there are flaws

with quantitative assessments of communities of interests [43]. State laws suggest that criteria such

as socioeconomic status, race, geography, historical interests, culture, traditional neighborhoods,

occupations, and lifestyles should factor into the calculation of a community of interest [39], but

there is no clear formula for combining the criteria. As a result, the definition of a community of

interest and its geographic boundary are subjective [43]. Lacking a precise definition, communities

of interest are difficult to incorporate into an algorithm without additional human input, so we do

not implement this criterion. The results could be modified to include communities of interest by

merging the given population units to reflect a specific community. Even though communities of

interest are not explicit features of the algorithms in this analysis, this merge trick works on any

algorithm that builds districts from small population units.

Competitiveness and proportionality are other criteria that are scrutinized [40]. Many studies

have analyzed the impact of gerrymandering on election competitiveness [2, 14, 27, 29, 33, 42, 62, 67],

and recent work has highlighted the preference for proportionality, when the aggregate number of

votes for a particular party in a state is proportional to the number of seats that the party wins

[5, 60, 65]. Both measures involve predicting the outcome of the next election in the proposed

districts based on historical data. The efficiency gap, which measures the number of “wasted votes”,

has received the most attention, and it has been positioned as a way to measure gerrymandering

[13, 60]. However, competitive elections and proportional results are not universally accepted.

Election results can be skewed by a number of factors unrelated to the district shape, such as the

concentration of Democrats in cities and Republicans in rural ares [20, 21]. Additionally, uncompeti-

tive elections are considered favorable when the legislature tries to increase minority representation

through the creation of minority districts [21]. Since competitiveness and proportionality are not

yet settled legal requirements, and the interpretation of a good outcome is ambiguous, we exclude

election data from our analysis.

1.1 Redistricting Problem Definition
We precisely define the redistricting problem and describe the measures that will be used to evaluate

it. Redistricting is essentially a set partition problem with additional restrictions. Let the state

1
Since the census block is the smallest available U.S. Census population unit, we cannot subdivide census blocks, which

ensures that any building is in a single district.
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Automated Congressional Redistricting 3

graph, G = (V ,E), be a connected graph that represents the geography of a given state. For all

vertices v ∈ V , v represents a population unit (such as a census block) that has weightw(v) equal
to the unit population. There is an edge between vertices v,w ∈ V if the associated population

units’ polygonal boundaries are adjacent, sharing at least a vertex. The goal is to partition G into k
connected subgraphs each representing a district. These districts, denoted Gi where Gi = (Vi ,Ei )
andVi ⊂ V ,Ei ⊂ E, should be created such that the total population of any district population(Gi ) =∑
v ∈Vi w(v) is equal to the desired population L. The load capacity L is the desired number of people

per district under perfectly even representation, i.e., for a state with population n =
∑
v ∈V w(v),

L = n/k . The population deviation from L is defined as ε = (maxi {|population(Gi ) − L|}) /L.

Definition 1.1. Congressional Redistricting Problem: PartitionG into k connected subgraphs

so as to minimize ε .

We evaluate the effectiveness of an algorithm by the consistency with which it produces plans

with low population deviations and high compactness measures. A solution will be considered valid

where ε ≤ τ for τ = 0.005. While population deviation is determined by calculating ε , we evaluate
redistricting plan compactness with three standard compactness measures: Convex Hull, Polsby-

Popper, and Modified Schwartzberg. Convex Hull compactness measures the ratio of the area of the

computed district D to the area of the convex hull of the computed district, area(D)/convexHull(D)
[47]. Polsby-Popper is the ratio of the area of the computed district to the area of a circle which

has the same perimeter of the computed district,

(
4π · (area(D)/perimeter (D)2

)
[47]. Modified

Schwartzberg is the ratio of the circumference of a circle that has the same area as the computed

district to the perimeter of this computed district,

(
2π

√
area(D)/π

)
/perimeter (D) [47]. Note, there

are variations of the Schwartzberg measure, but we choose this one to keep the range between

zero and one, which is consistent with our other measures. For all three measures, scores that are

closer to zero are considered less compact.

1.2 Results
We introduce a Divide and Conquer Redistricting Algorithm. It uses fixed centers at the corners of

the state and recursive substates to determine two districts at a time. These districts are determined

using a Voronoi approach followed by swapping to ensure contiguity and a small population

deviation. Multiple variations of the algorithm are considered, focusing on minimizing population

deviation, maximizing compactness, and maximizing compactness subject to a constraint ensuring

a valid population deviation. These variations are analyzed experimentally on all 43 multi-district

states and the variation maximizing compactness subject to a valid population deviation is the

resulting recommended algorithm.

Our new algorithmic results are compared to the existing districts and a simulated annealing

approach [55]. In one variation, our algorithm produces redistricting plans with the optimal

population deviation of one person in every state except New York. This population deviation

is better than the simulated annealing approach although the compactness scores are worse on

average [55]. Our new algorithm produces valid results to the redistricting problem in almost every

state that undergoes congressional redistricting, offering a new solution to this challenging real

world problem.

2 BACKGROUND LITERATURE
There are a large number of possible ways to draw congressional districts. Altman has shown that

the redistricting problem is NP-Complete [4]. There are approximation algorithms that are related

to redistricting, but they do not satisfy all of the redistricting problem constraints as stated. The
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4 Levin and Friedler

load balancing problem has a known 4/3 approximation, which is too large to guarantee the 0.5%
population deviation in our problem definition [30]. The set partitioning problem can be solved

with the Karmarkar Karp (KK) algorithm, which has a O( 1n ) approximation bound [38]. Given a

large enough value of n, the population bound of KK would satisfy the 0.5% population deviation

in our problem definition. However, the algorithm only meets the population deviation constraint

and cannot obviously be converted into a version of the redistricting problem when contiguity is

required.

There are many existing heuristic redistricting algorithms, which fall into two categories: par-

titioning algorithms and swapping algorithms. In the following sections, we define the types of

algorithms and offer examples from the redistricting literature. There are a number of evaluation

methods covering many compactness and competitiveness scores set to different scales. We focus

the review on the consistency to which an algorithm produces valid plans, which is more easily

comparable between papers. For more detailed information about further redistricting algorithms,

see this comprehensive survey [57].

2.1 Partitioning Algorithms
Partitioning algorithms take a geographic region of population units and separate them into

k contiguous sets. Partitioning algorithms fall into greedy and recursive approaches each with

different variations.

Most of the greedy redistricting algorithms are based on Voronoi approaches [15, 22, 31, 34, 56,

59, 61]. Voronoi algorithms are effective because Voronoi diagrams produce a fixed number of

contiguous, compact partitions. Given a set of centers, the Voronoi-based redistricting algorithms

assign population units to the closest open center in the set that has not reached a population

threshold. The selection of centers has a significant impact on the outcome. Svec et al. choose
sites based on the k largest population units that are geographically distributed throughout the

state and produce a population deviations of 0.74% [61].
2
Ricca et al. chooses centers based on

minimizing the longest path from a center to the furthest assigned population unit and gets a much

worse deviation [56]. While the Svec et al. algorithm is one of the more effective algorithms in the

literature, it runs the risk of subdividing a single house into separate districts.

A k-means based redistricting algorithm is a variation of a Voronoi approach, in which centers can

move after each iteration. Like the Voronoi approach, the initial selection of centers has significant

impact on the k-means output. Sparks chooses centers in North Carolina randomly and produces a

population deviation greater than 150% [59]. Bottman et al. selected centers based on the placement

of the actual districts and produced better output with population deviations around 2.5% [15]. The

drastic differences in population deviation demonstrate the importance of the initial selection of

centers. In addition, the size of the population units may also impact the output. Cohen-Addad et
al. select centers randomly, similar to Sparks, but districts are produced from census blocks instead

of census tracts, producing an optimal deviation of 1 person or less in 6 out of 6 states [22]. While

the Cohen-Addad algorithm demonstrates effective results, the districts are not as compact as they

appear since the census block geometry is represented by a single point [22].

Moment of inertia algorithms offer another variation of Voronoi techniques [31]. These algorithms

alternate between generating a set of districts from fixed centers and generating new centers from

a set of districts. Spann et al. [31] builds on an approach from Hess et al. [34] and implements a

moment of inertia algorithm that produces a deviation within 2%. The results from Hess et al. are
not comparable to modern algorithms because technology limitations restricted their sample size

2
While this deviation is not valid under our definition of the problem, it is within the acceptable range, according to some

court precedent [49, 52, 53].
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Automated Congressional Redistricting 5

to less than 300 population units [34]. Spann et al. show results improve with more population

units and faster technology that can iterate through more plans [31]

While Voronoi algorithms assign units to districts based on the distance to the closest seed,

Constrained Polygonal Spatial Clustering (CPSC) uses an objective function to weigh a set of

criteria. Joshi et al. implement a CPSC algorithm with an objective function, requiring population

equality within 1%, contiguity, and maximization of Schwartzberg compactness [35]. They produce

multiple redistricting plans with census tracts in Nebraska and Indiana, showing that multiple seed

selection approaches result in population deviations within 1% [35].

Recursive algorithms are also effective because they break the redistricting problem into smaller

subproblems, which are easier to solve. The shortest split-line algorithm is the most common

[12, 37, 64]. Using a divide and conquer method, the goal at every step is to find the shortest line

that cuts the state into two pieces such that these pieces contain equal portions of the population.

Benn and German show experimentally that a 3% population deviation is achievable [12]. Kalcsics

et al. use a similar approach on a small sample of German zip codes and produce a population

deviation around 15 people [37]. Both algorithms are computationally taxing: Benn and German

provide a O(N 3) complexity [12] while Kalcsics et al. provide large runtimes [37]. These results

suggest that the shortest split-line algorithm may only be feasible in small states. Although the

algorithm has the advantage of being simple, it may not produce legal plans since it could subdivide

a single house into separate districts.

The Diminishing Halves Algorithm is another divide and conquer approach that uses least

squares regression analysis to recursively subdivide districts [31]. Spann et al. choose the line

perpendicular to this best-fit line to avoid dividing major cities and produces plans with population

deviations around 2% [31].

Linear programming and Monte Carlo algorithms are worth mentioning for completeness. Caro

et al. show that linear programming can effectively limit overcrowding in school redistricting, yet

the results were performed on small samples [18]. Linear programming approaches to redistricting

do not tend to scale for large problem sizes [3, 18]. Assis et al. redistrict at a city, but they solve a

different flavor of the redistricting problem with weaker bounds on population deviation that rely

on an existing assignment of people to utility districts [7]. Magleby et al. implement a redistricting

algorithm based on a Monte Carlo simulation but define a large population deviation bound at 1.5%
and only show results for 3 states [46].

2.2 Swapping Algorithms
Swapping algorithms improve an existing redistricting plan based on given criteria. The algorithms

evaluate population units on the boundary of two districts and swap these boundary units from one

district to the other. Swapping algorithms can be categorized as local search swapping, which only

allow beneficial swaps [32] and metaheuristic swapping, which allows some detrimental swaps

[55]. Both techniques require a complete redistricting plan as an input, and the method attempts to

improve the result by reassigning population units to different districts.

A local search swapping algorithm reassigns population units between districts only if the

swap improves the plan until there are no more swaps that can improve the output [32]. Kaiser,

Nagle, and Hayes implement local search swapping algorithms for counties in various states with

varying results [32, 36, 48]. Kaiser produces congressional districts in Illinois with 26.4% population

deviation [36] while Nagel produces fewer districts on a smaller subset of Illinois with 4% population

deviation [36]. Hayes produces congressional districts in North Carolina with 4.4% population

deviation [32]. Local search swapping is limited by the initial districts and a suboptimal initial set

can exhaust beneficial swaps before producing a valid plan [32].
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6 Levin and Friedler

Other work has focused on making detrimental swaps to avoid getting stuck in a local optimum

plan [32, 44, 45, 55]. Several metaheuristics allow more of the sample space to be explored by

allowing these swaps that make the output worse. Simulated annealing introduces non-deterministic

random swaps, which can increase population deviation to improve other objective criteria [32].

Hayes compares a simulated annealing approach to a local search swapping approach and improves

the output from 4.4% to under 1% [32]. Macmillan and Pierce implement a simulated annealing

approach that produces results with good population deviation, but does not scale [45]. While,

Macmillan demonstrates a method for speeding up this algorithm, it is not clear whether the

population deviation is maintained in larger cases [44] Brian Olson offers another simulated

annealing approach and produces population deviations under 1% in all U.S. states. In many cases,

the Olson algorithm produces deviations several orders of magnitude lower, such as the 0.02%
population deviation in his Pennsylvania plan. We believe this algorithm to be the best in the

literature because it is scalable, produces population deviations within or near the legal range in all

states, and consistently produces plans with the highest compactness scores compared to other

algorithms. (We will compare our algorithm to Olson’s in Section 4)

Tabu search is another metaheuristic swapping algorithm that has been applied to redistricting.

This approach limits similar outputs by preventing the number of times a search path is taken. The

algorithm introduces “tabu" paths that make the result worse initially to explore different areas

of the solution set. Bozkaya et al. implement a tabu search redistricting algorithm for the city of

Edmonton and produces a population deviation around 1% [16]. While this deviation is low, there

is no evidence that tabu search algorithms scale to the average U.S. state.

Genetic algorithms, another metaheuristic swapping algorithm, combine features of high scoring

plans from an objective function, mimicking the evolutionary process of natural selection. Bacao

et al. describes a genetic algorithm that is initialized randomly and mutated based on population

equality, compactness, and contiguity with 5,000 generations [11]. While Bacao et al. do not apply

the algorithm to the congressional redistricting problem, Joshi et al. implement it for Nebraska

and Indiana‘s congressional districts, showing population deviations well over the legal threshold

in both states [35]. While Joshi et al. use a weighted function to combine criteria in the objective

function, Vanneschi et al. use a NSGA-II technique to optimize both compactness and population

deviation simultaneously, yielding population deviations well under the legal threshold in Nebraska,

Indiana, Georgia, and Pennsylvania [63]. Baas implements a similar genetic algorithm with more

components in the objective function [10]. While previous algorithms initialize the first generation

randomly, Baas initializes both randomly and based on the actual districts [10]. In addition to the

standard objective function criteria, population equality, compactness, and contiguity, Baas also

includes historical election data, incorporating competitiveness and proportionality [10]. Baas

provides a sample result for each state, producing many congressional districts with a population

deviation under 1% [10]. However, it is unclear what weights are used in the objective function and

how many generations were run.

2.3 Limitations of Existing Approaches
There are a few fundamental gaps in the literature on redistricting algorithm effectiveness. Most

of the algorithms in the literature do not show evidence that they can produce valid population

deviations for the congressional redistricting problem in all states, but instead only demonstrate a

handful [12, 15, 31, 32, 35, 36, 48, 56, 59, 63]. The Olson and Baas algorithms stand out by producing

contiguous redistricting plans with population deviations under 0.5% in most of the 43 states that

do congressional redistricting [10, 55].
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Automated Congressional Redistricting 7

Reproducibility and a full comparative analysis with existing algorithms is another concern in the

literature. We suggest that the results in each state should include a block-equivalency file
3
for each

redistricting plan that is presented and the code used to generate the results. The block-equivalency

file provides enough information to calculate any population or geographic measure, and it is the

standard format for government hearings [6, 26, 50, 51] and the redistricting software used in a

number of redistricting competitions [9]. By providing source code, the experimental results can

be verified and manipulated for further study.

While Olson does not provide the detailed weights and number of executions, he provides the

original source code, which is more transparent than most sources [55]. Since this approach shows

the best results of any redistricting algorithm, we use it as the main point of comparison for our

new algorithm.

3 DIVIDE AND CONQUER REDISTRICTING ALGORITHM
We introduce a new recursive Divide and Conquer Redistricting Algorithm, which combines

partitioning and swapping components. The divide and conquer portion of the algorithm allows us

to separate the overall district into pieces so that each redistricting step only needs to focus on

creating two districts of a given population size. The redistricting step has two components at each

recursive iteration: Voronoi and swapping components. To calculate the Voronoi seeds, the algorithm

draws the axis-aligned bounding rectangle, called the district envelope,
4
and creates versions of a

two district partition from each of the corners of this rectangle. The Voronoi component divides the

state in half assigning the next closest population unit to one district until the population is greater

than the ideal threshold, L. The remaining units are assigned to another district. The swapping

component adjusts for breaks in contiguity and performs local search swapping to improve the

population deviation between the two districts. The version of the two district partition with the

best population deviation (or, in a variation, the best compactness) is selected and recursively

subdivided into more districts.

More specifically, the divide and conquer component (shown in Figure 1) is given the number of

remaining partitions to create, k , and the remaining portion of the state that should be divided into

these k partitions, subgraphGs . If the number of remaining partitions is odd, the desired population

to achieve in one congressional district in the redistricting step is set to L = n
k . The two-district

redistricting step will then create one district close to this desired population and another with the

remaining population fromGs . If, instead, the number of remaining districts is even, the population

threshold will be set to the ideal population of an equally weighted partition, population(Gs )/2.

The redistricting step will be run recursively until the number of remaining partitions is 1.

The two-district redistricting step (see Figure 2) that we will describe in detail for the remainder

of this section has the following components: a Voronoi step where multiple possible source sites

are chosen and Voronoi partitions are created, a Contiguity Swapping step where population

units are swapped between the two districts in order to create contiguous districts, a Population

Swapping step where population units are swapped in order to create a low population deviation

while maintaining contiguity, and a Maximization step where the resulting redistricting options,

based on different Voronoi site choices, are compared and the best is chosen.

3
A block-equivalency file is a csv file with two columns: the population unit identifier and the district to which it is assigned.

4
The envelope of a polygon is defined as the smallest possible, axis-aligned rectangle with a equirectangular projection of

the Earth that covers all of the coordinates in the polygon [24].
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8 Levin and Friedler

function DivideAndConqer(remainingDistricts, districtToDivide, maxFunction)

if remainingDistricts is 1 then
return districtToDivide

end if
if remainingDistricts is odd then

L← n/k
remainingDistrictsCall1← 1

remainingDistrictsCall2← remainingDistricts −1

else
L← population(districtToDivide) / 2

remainingDistrictsCall1← remainingDistricts / 2

remainingDistrictsCall2← remainingDistricts / 2

end if
leftDistrict, rightDistrict← RedistrictTwoDistricts(districtToDivide, L,
maxFunction, f alse)

leftDistrictsList← DivideAndConqer(remainingDistrictsCall1, leftDistrict,

maxFunction)

rightDistrictsList← DivideAndConqer(remainingDistrictsCall2, rightDistrict,

maxFunction)

return concatenateLists(leftDistrictsList, rightDistrictsList)

end function

Fig. 1. Divide and Conquer Redistricting Algorithm: This is the main function for the redistricting
algorithm. The work of dividing the given district in two is done by the redistrictTwoDistricts algorithm that
attempts to achieve a district with population close to the given value L. A list of created districts is returned.

3.1 Voronoi Component
The Voronoi component we use modifies the standard Voronoi partitioning to operate with a single

site a and a given capacity threshold L, with the goal of partitioning the given region to be districted,

Gs = (Vs ,Es ), into two regions. (See Figure 3 for pseudocode.) In order of distance from the site’s

region, we add population units until the site is at capacity. Specifically, letting A be the partition

we are creating from a, start by assigning the closest v ∈ Vs based on the population unit centroid

to A. Continue assigning v ∈ Vs to A in order of proximity until

∑
v ∈A

w(v) > L where L is the

given population capacity for the district region. The remaining vertices V \A are assigned to the

other partition B. Note that while the method assigns population units that are nearby, it does not

guarantee contiguity of A or B since distance is determined geographically and not based on the

underlying state graph. Guaranteeing contiguity for A and B will be handled in the next section.

The choice of site to consider is clearly critical to the quality of the resulting districting. Since

the algorithm only selects one site for a two district partition, a poor site selection could result in

districts that resemble the unusual shapes that we aim to reduce. We select one of the four corners

of the envelope of the polygonal boundary of the district region because it limits the amount that

one district can surround the other in the two district partition. Since the closest population unit is

iteratively added to a district in the Voronoi component, the district has a radius, represented by

the grey circle in Figure 4. If we select a site inside the bounding box or on a non-corner edge of

the bounding box, the radius may only reach one edge of the bounding box, or none at all. In these

ACM J. Exp. Algor., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: March 2019.



Automated Congressional Redistricting 9

function RedistrictTwoDistricts(districtToDivide, L, maxFunction, tryingAgain)

smallestEnclosingRectangle← envelope of polygonal boundary of districtToDivide

districtPossibilities← ∅

for each corner of the smallestEnclosingRectangle do
district1, district2←ModifiedVoronoi(corner, L, districtToDivide)
district1, district2← ContiguitySwapping(district1, district2)

district1, district2← PopulationSwapping(district1, district2, L,
tryingAgain)

districtPossibilities ∪ { (district1, district2) }

end for
if populationDeviation(ChooseBest(districtPossibilities, MinPop)) > 1 person

and not tryingAgain and maxFunction is MinPop then
RedistrictTwoDistricts(districtToDivide, L, maxFunction, true)

end if
return ChooseBest(districtPossibilities, maxFunction)

end function

Fig. 2. Two-district Redistricting: This method divides a region into two districts, where one has the given
population size L and the other has the remaining population. Each corner of the bounding rectangle is tried
as a possible site for the modified Voronoi component, and the best resulting districting is returned.

functionModifiedVoronoi(site, L, districtToDivide)
district1← site

district2← ∅

while population(district1) ≤ L do
u ← arg minu ∈ districtToDivide \ district1 distance(u, site)

district1← district1 ∪ u
end while
district2← districtToDivide \ district1

return district1, district2

end function

Fig. 3. Modified Voronoi: The modified Voronoi component of the redistricting algorithm creates two
partitions based on a single given site and a population capacity for that site, L. Population units geographically
close to the site are added to its partition until the site is at capacity; the remaining population units are
added to the other partition.

scenarios, the second district, represented by the white space inside the bounding box, has a larger

perimeter and is unlikely to produce high scores for the Polsby-Popper and Modified Schwartzberg

measures. However, the sites at the corners of the bounding box touch two sides of the bounding

box, reducing the perimeter of the second district, which will likely improve the compactness

scores.

ACM J. Exp. Algor., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: March 2019.



10 Levin and Friedler

Fig. 4. The selection of sites impacts the amount that one district can surround the other district in the two
district partition. The site at the corner of the bounding rectangle limits this, so we only select sites at the
corner of the bounding rectangle.

function ContiguitySwapping(district1, district2)

if district1 contains non-contiguous components then
large← contiguous component of district1 with most polygonal bounding vertices

district2← district2 ∪ district1 \ large

district1← large

end if
if district2 contains non-contiguous components then

large← contiguous component of district2 with most polygonal bounding vertices

district1← district1 ∪ district2 \ large

district2← large

end if
return district1, district2

end function

Fig. 5. Contiguity Swapping: The contiguity swapping component fixes breaks in contiguity by reassigning
non-contiguous population units to the other district in the two-district partition. Once the non-contiguous
units in both districts are reassigned, the two-district partition will have two contiguous districts.

3.2 Contiguity Swapping
The two district partitioning created by the Modified Voronoi component may not create districts

that are contiguous; here, we introduce a Contiguity Swapping component to resolve this issue (see

Figure 5). The intuition behind this component is that if each district contains a large contiguous

component andmany smaller disconnected components, each smaller component can be swapped to

the other district; since there are only two districts and the state graph is connected, any component

not contiguous with one district is contiguous with the other.

Specifically, each district’s contiguous components are first identified. The largest contiguous

component remains in the district, where size is determined based on the number of vertices on

the polygonal boundary of the district. (The number of vertices is used as a proxy for the total

population of the component since it is faster to calculate with the data structures used in our

implementation and in practice most population units on the district boundary contribute to this

vertex count.
5
) The remaining non-contiguous components are swapped to the other district. This

set of steps is performed once for each district. Since there are only two districts, the swapped

5
Future work could consider using the actual total population.
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components will be contiguous with the other district. Next we show that the resulting two districts

are indeed contiguous.

Lemma 3.1. The Contiguity Swapping component returns two contiguous districts.

Proof. The Contiguity Swapping component is given a two district partitioning made up of

a set of disjoint contiguous subgraphs. Let district1 = {A1 ∪ A2... ∪ Ax } and district2 =
{B1 ∪ B2... ∪ By }.
If x = 1, district1 is already contiguous and so the first part of the algorithm is skipped.

Otherwise (when x > 1), let Ax be the component selected as largest (based on the number of

vertices bounding the region) from district1. The remaining elements, {A1∪A2...∪Ax−1}, will be

reassigned to district2 leaving district1 = Ax . SinceAx is contiguous by definition, district1
is contiguous.

Now district2 = {A1 ∪A2...∪Ax−1 ∪B1 ∪B2...∪By }. SinceA1,A2, ...Ax are mutually disjoint,

the state graph is connected, and there are only two districts, each component A1,A2, ...,Ax−1
must be contiguous with at least one component in B1, B2, ... By . Let the new disjoint contiguous

components of district2, now containing some population units that were originally part of

district1, be B′
1
,B′

2
, ...,B′y .

If y = 1 after these population units are added to district2, then district2 is contiguous

and the algorithm finishes. Otherwise (when y > 1), let B′y be the component selected as largest

(based on the number of vertices bounding the region) from district2. The remaining elements,

{B′
1
∪B′

2
...∪B′y−1}, will be reassigned to district1. Since B

′
y is contiguous by definition, district2

is contiguous.

But what about district1 - is it still contiguous? Now district1 = {Ax ∪ B
′
1
∪ B′

2
... ∪ B′y−1}.

Recall that B′y is not contiguous with B′i for any i by definition and that B′i is also not contiguous

with any B′j for any j. Since the state graph is connected, this means that each B′i is a neighbor of

Ax . Therefore, district1 = A′x = {Ax ∪ B
′
1
∪ B′

2
... ∪ B′y−1} is contiguous. □

3.3 Population Swapping Component
To improve the population deviation, we introduce another swapping component. This local search

component swaps vertices between the two sets that improve the difference in population until

there are no more beneficial swaps. The pseudocode for this component is shown in Figure 6.

The set of population units in the larger district that neighbor at least one population unit in the

other district are called swappable population units. The swappable population unit that minimizes

the population deviation between the two districts and does not break contiguity is swapped and

removed from the swappable set. We continue swapping population units from this set until there

are no more swappable population units.

Since the full swapping algorithm takes significant time for a large set of population units, we

initially run one level of swaps to determine if the optimal population deviation is achieved with

this partial component. We will refer to this as the partial population swapping component, in which

the swappable population units are only calculated once. This component starts in Figure 2, when

RedistrictTwoDistricts is recursively called where the flag tryingAgain is set to false. In most

states, this approach is sufficient for reaching the optimal population deviation. However, in some

states we need the full component that recalculates a new set of swappable population units after

previous sets are exhausted. This full component is turned on if a perfect deviation cannot be found

with the partial component. The full component starts in Figure 2 when RedistrictTwoDistricts is
recursively called where the flag tryingAgain is set to true.

ACM J. Exp. Algor., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: March 2019.



12 Levin and Friedler

function PopulationSwapping(district1, district2, L, tryingAgain)
lastDeviation =∞

while |population(district1)−L| > 1

and |population(district1)−L| < lastDeviation do
lastDeviation← |population(district1)−L|
moreDevDistrict← arg maxd ∈{distr ict1,distr ict2}(|population(d) - L|)
lessDevDistrict← district ∈ {district1, district2 | district , moreDevDistrict}

swappable← { v ∈ moreDevDistrict | v ∈ neighbors(lessDevDistrict)}
while swappable , ∅ do

minDevUnit← arg minu ∈swappable{ |population(moreDevDistrict)−L| |

IsSwappable(u, moreDevDistrict, lessDevDistrict) }

if minDevDistrict = ∅ then
break

end if
moreDevDistrict← moreDevDistrict \ { minDevUnit }

lessDevDistrict← lessDevDistrict ∪ { minDevUnit }

swappable← swappable \ { minDevUnit }

end while
if not tryingAgain then

break

end if
end while

end function

function IsSwappable(u, d1, d2)
return isContiguous(d1 \ {u}) and isContiguous(d2 ∪ {u})

end function

Fig. 6. Population swapping component: The population swapping component moves units from one
district to the other that improve the overall population deviation of the two-district partition. The component
continues to swap units until no beneficial swaps exist.

3.4 Maximization Function
Four variations of the two district partition are generated, one from each site based on the rectan-

gular envelope of the state geometry. A maximization function is used to select the best version

based on population deviation and compactness. We analyze different maximization functions

to determine which one produces the best result. The pseudocode is given in Figure 7. MinPop
selects the partition with the lowest population deviation, MaxCompact selects the partition with

the largest average of the Modified Schwartzberg compactness measure, and ValidCompact selects
the partition with the best average Modified Schwartzberg compactness score with a population

deviation less than or equal to 0.5% if available. Otherwise, it selects the same two-district partition

that would be chosen in the MaxCompact version. MinPop uses the full population swapping

component when run on tracts. The other versions use the partial population swapping component.

We analyze the results of these options and the full algorithm in the next section.

ACM J. Exp. Algor., Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: March 2019.
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function chooseBest(districtPossibilities, maxFunction)

switch maxFunction do
case MinPop

return argmin
districts∈districtPossibilities

populationDeviation(districts)

case MaxCompact
return argmax

districts∈districtPossibilities
avgModSchwartz(districts)

case ValidCompact
validDistricts← {districts ∈ districtPossibilities |

populationDeviation(districts) ≤ 0.005}
if validDistricts , ∅ then

return argmax
districts∈validDistricts

avgModSchwartz(districts)

else
return argmax

districts∈districtPossibilities
avgModSchwartz(districts)

end if
end function

Fig. 7. We examine three maximization functions: MinPop, MaxCompact, and ValidCompact. The full popula-
tion swapping component is only run for MinPop on census tracts. We select the two-district partition from
the four sites based on this maximization function.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We examined the effectiveness of our new algorithm by comparing the population deviation and

compactness scores against the Olson Algorithm and the current congressional districts. The

pseudocode descriptions of our algorithm can be found in Section 3 and the full code used to

generate these results is available online.
6
Information on the current congressional districts is also

available online [8].

We ran the algorithm on all 43 states containing more than one congressional district; these

represent large and small states by geography and population. We use the official census tract

and census block data for our algorithm [19] and modify the maps to create a connected graph of

population units. The following states required modifications to connect islands to the rest of the

state: California, Florida, Hawaii, Kentucky, New York, and Rhode Island. While other states have

geographic islands, the census population units cover some bodies of water. For example, Maryland

has some islands in the Chesapeake Bay, but there are existing population units that cover all of the

Chesapeake Bay. To modify a state that is unconnected, we create an extra population unit with

zero population that shares at least two coordinates with the unconnected units and the closest

connected parts of the state. Unless order is otherwise specified, we use the provided population

unit order in the census data in the experiments.

To calculate district compactness, we use the ConvexHull, Polsby-Popper, andModified Schwartzberg

measures, which are based on district shape, area, and perimeter [47]. Section 1.1 describes each

measure further. Since there is no universal measure of compactness, we use three measures to

show different kinds of compactness [68]. It is possible for a district to have a high Convex Hull

compactness score and low Polsby-Popper and Modified Schwartzberg scores (and visa versa).
7

6
https://github.com/newspapercentral/automated-congressional-redistricting

7
The three district measures were calculated using the Vivid Solutions Geometry package, which has built in methods for

these calculations [1].
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The Polsby-Popper and Modified Schwartzberg measures have similar definitions, but we include

both for completeness. For each measure, we calculate the average of a state’s computed districts.

4.1 Divide and Conquer Redistricting Algorithm
We test multiple versions of the Divide and Conquer Redistricting Algorithm to understand the

impact of each component on the final results. We compare the effects of running the algorithm

based on census blocks versus census tracts, as well as the impact of the population swapping

component on the algorithm results. We examine all three maximization functions defined in

Section 3.4: MinPop, MaxCompact, and ValidCompact.

The results, shown in Figures 10, 11, and 12, give the resulting districting maps
8
as well as the

median population deviation, the median compactness scores, and the 25th and 75th percentiles

for each compactness score. The column labeled “No Pop Swaps" shows the results without the

population swapping component (including the modified Voronoi and contiguity swapping com-

ponents only) as compared to the results for the full algorithm (“Full Alg"). States with a single

district are shown in the map, but were excluded from the calculations since the district geometry

is simply the state geometry. (Alaska is a single district and is not shown on the maps.) Note that

many bodies of water are covered by the census population units and are assigned to districts.

Figures 8 and 9 provide population deviations and compactness scores for all of our algorithm

versions, the Olson Redistricting Algorithm, and the 113th congressional districts. Since the results

were run on the same states, we can compare the effectiveness of each algorithm component to the

Olson Redistricting Algorithm and actual districts.

As a feasibility check, we calculated the algorithm runtime. The algorithm took the least amount

of time for the MaxCompact version run on census tracts in New Hampshire without the swapping

component: 5s. The algorithm took the most amount of time for the MinPop version run on

census blocks in Texas with the swapping component:1d8h4m8s. The median runtime and standard

deviation across all results was 2m42s and 4h0m22s respectively. These runtimes are better than the

Olson Algorithm, which sometimes ran for over a week before finding a plan that met the criteria

[55]. Each state has more census blocks than tracts, so experiments with census blocks will have

larger runtimes. A full list of values is available online.
9
All the experiments were run on a Linux

machine with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) processor, CPU E5-1620 v2 at 3.70GHz, and 128GB of RAM.

4.1.1 Census blocks versus tracts. We test the Divide and Conquer Redistricting Algorithm on

census tracts and census blocks to demonstrate the impact of different population units. Census

tracts tend to have a larger area and a larger population than census blocks. While census tracts

typically range from 1,200 to 1,800 people [17], census blocks usually have less than 100 people,

and in many cases have zero people. Since census blocks are smaller, there are also more census

blocks than census tracts in each state, which increases the size of the congressional redistricting

problem.

Running the algorithm with census blocks improves the resulting districting’s population devi-

ation in almost every state. This is not surprising, since with smaller units an algorithm is more

likely to have possibilities open to it that allow summation to the desired population amount. Using

census blocks also improves the Convex Hull compactness measure in most states, while the impact

on the Polsby-Popper and Modified Schwartzberg measures are inconsistent. Census blocks are

smaller by perimeter and area than census tracts. Adding a new census block to a district will have

a minimal impact on the overall district shape, while a new census tract could significantly change

8
All results are available as equivalency files online: https://bitbucket.org/hlevin/redistricting-results

9
https://bitbucket.org/hlevin/redistricting-results
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Fig. 8. The changes in population deviation and compactness scores across algorithm versions illustrate
the impact of each component. The results show the median with the 25th and 75th percentile error bars.
Population deviations closer to 0% are preferred while compactness scores that are closer to 1 are preferred.
The population deviations were split into three charts for blocks, tracts, and tracts without population
swapping to account for different scales.

Fig. 9. We compare our results to the Olson Redistricting Algorithm and the actual districts as a benchmark
for our algorithm’s effectiveness.
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Divide and Conquer Redistricting: Census Blocks, MinPop

Divide and Conquer Redistricting: Census Tracts, MinPop

Census Blocks Census Tracts
Measure Full Alg No Pop Swap Full Alg
Valid States (deviation < 0.5%) 42/43 19/43 41/43

Population Deviation Med (%) 0.00% 0.60% 0.02%

Population Deviation Med (people) 1 4,005 127

Convex Hull 25th Percentile 0.76296 0.73297 0.58767

Convex Hull Med 0.81714 0.76072 0.66362

Convex Hull 75th Percentile 0.86209 0.78885 0.73640

Polsby-Popper 25th Percentile 0.20278 0.22542 0.14579

Polsby-Popper Med 0.23686 0.25676 0.20019

Polsby-Popper 75th Percentile 0.27402 0.28161 0.24559

Schwartzberg 25th Percentile 0.44288 0.46605 0.37398

Schwartzberg Med 0.47477 0.50227 0.43874

Schwartzberg 75th Percentile 0.51713 0.52496 0.48407

Fig. 10. The results from running the Divide and Conquer Redistricting Algorithm on both census blocks
(top) and census tracts (bottom) using the MinPop maximization function.
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Divide and Conquer Redistricting: Census Blocks, MaxCompact

Divide and Conquer Redistricting: Census Tracts, MaxCompact

Census Blocks Census Tracts
Measure Full Alg No Pop Swap Full Alg
Valid States (deviation < 0.5%) 36/43 8/43 36/43

Population Deviation Med (%) 0.00% 1.84% 0.11 %

Population Deviation Med (people) 1 13,775 736

Convex Hull 25th Percentile 0.82189 0.72449 0.73293

Convex Hull Med 0.85537 0.78063 0.77731

Convex Hull 75th Percentile 0.87740 0.82690 0.81376

Polsby-Popper 25th Percentile 0.23476 0.26090 0.24178

Polsby-Popper Med 0.26598 0.30871 0.28837

Polsby-Popper 75 Percentile 0.30701 0.33692 0.32579

Schwartzberg 25th Percentile 0.47934 0.50370 0.48475

Schwartzberg Med 0.51140 0.55189 0.53229

Schwartzberg 75th Percentile 0.54979 0.57534 0.56395

Fig. 11. The results from running the Divide and Conquer Redistricting Algorithm on both census blocks
(top) and census tracts (bottom) using the MaxCompact maximization function.
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Divide and Conquer Redistricting: Census Blocks, ValidCompact

Divide and Conquer Redistricting: Census Tracts, ValidCompact

Census Blocks Census Tracts
Measure Full Alg No Pop Swap Full Alg
Valid States (deviation < 0.5%) 42/43 23/43 41/43

Population Deviation Med (%) 0.00% 0.47% 0.06%

Population Deviation Med (people) 1 3,291 449

Convex Hull 25th Percentile 0.82489 0.72429 0.72583

Convex Hull Med 0.85929 0.77753 0.76874

Convex Hull 75th Percentile 0.87740 0.80296 0.81066

Polsby-Popper 25th Percentile 0.23476 0.22563 0.23141

Polsby-Popper Med 0.27517 0.27422 0.26915

Polsby-Popper 75th Percentile 0.30701 0.30421 0.31924

Schwartzberg 25th Percentile 0.47934 0.46613 0.47507

Schwartzberg Med 0.51961 0.51365 0.51129

Schwartzberg 75th Percentile 0.54979 0.54638 0.56034

Fig. 12. The results from running the Divide and Conquer Redistricting Algorithm on both census blocks
(top) and census tracts (bottom) using the ValidCompact maximization function.
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the districts shape. Since Convex Hull compactness measures overall district shape, it is logical that

census blocks would produce better Convex Hull scores.

4.1.2 Population swapping component impact. The Population Swapping component significantly

reduces the population deviation in every state across all versions. The component was designed to

reduce population deviation, so this is logical. The impact on compactness is inconsistent, although

negative the majority of the time. Since this component picks the next unit to swap without regard

for compactness, this inconsistency also makes sense.

4.1.3 Maximization function variations.

MinPop. The Divide and Conquer Redistricting Algorithm minimized for population deviation

produces valid plans in 42 out 43 states when run using census blocks and 41 out of 43 states when

run using census tracts (see Figure 10). The census blocks version produces the optimal population

deviations (1 person) in every state except New York, which generates results with 3.18%, making

this version one of the few algorithms in the literature that has a better population deviation

than the current districts in most states. However, the thin arc-shaped districts, most pronounced

in Michigan, may not offer a realistic boundary for practical application (the MaxCompact and

ValidCompact variants reduce the prevalence of these odd shapes). This version also has lower

compactness scores. The difference in compactness scores for the results without the population

swapping component compared to the full algorithm demonstrate how the population swapping

component significantly reduces compactness scores across all three measures.

MaxCompact. TheDivide andConquer RedistrictingAlgorithmmaximized forModified Schwartzberg

compactness produces valid plans in 36 out of 43 states for both blocks and tracts (see Figure 11). The

population deviation for blocks was three orders of magnitude smaller than population deviation

for tracts, and the thin arc-shaped districts in the previous version were addressed with the change

to the maximization function. This version also has higher compactness scores than any other

version of our Divide and Conquer Algorithm. However, this may be due in part to the invalid

population deviations that are greater than 50% in some states.

ValidCompact. The Divide and Conquer Redistricting Algorithm maximized for both population

deviation and Modified Schwartzberg compactness (ValidCompact) produces valid plans in 42 out

of 43 states for blocks and 41 out of 43 states for tracts (see Figure 12). The population deviation for

blocks is nearly identical to the MinPop version with a few cases with slightly worse population

deviation. Like the MinPop version, the ValidCompact version on blocks does not produce a valid

population deviation in New York and generates results with 3.19% population deviation. The algo-

rithm starts on Long Island, and runs out of swaps with the partial population swapping algorithm.

Since this part of New York is relatively narrow, there would be a limited number of swappable

units in the first level. The compactness scores are roughly identical to the MaxCompact version.

Overall, this approach produces the best combination of population deviation and compactness.

4.1.4 Recommended version. Our results demonstrate that near optimal population deviations are

only achievable with census blocks, and the ValidCompact version of the maximization function

produces strong compactness scores without significant impact to population deviation. Thus,

this is the recommended version of the Divide and Conquer Redistricting Algorithm that we will

compare to other approaches in the next section.

4.2 Comparison with other approaches
As detailed in Section 2, there is only one other algorithmwith valid population deviations (less than

0.5%) in most states and block equivalency files for all results, the Olson Redistricting Algorithm.
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Comparison Districts: Olson Redistricting Algorithm

Comparison Districts: 113th Congressional Districts

Measure Olson 113th Districts D&C
Valid States (deviation < 0.5%) 39/43 40/43 42/43
Population Deviation Med (%) 0.07% 0.00% 0.00%
Population Deviation Med (people) 489 1 1
Convex Hull Med 0.88098 0.70298 0.85929

Convex Hull Stdev 0.05775 0.10324 0.07309

Polsby-Popper Med 0.33778 0.24088 0.27517

Polsby-Popper Stdev 0.06265 0.08992 0.07768

Schwartzberg Med 0.58080 0.48120 0.51961

Schwartzberg Stdev 0.05429 0.08971 0.07394

Fig. 13. Results for the Olson Redistricting Algorithm (top) and actual 113th congressional districts (bottom).
In the actual districts, Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia are the states with population deviations greater
than 0.5%. The Divide and Conquer (D&C) measurements shown are for census blocks using ValidCompact
maximization. The best measurements in each row are shown in bold.
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Here, we compare the Divide and Conquer Redistricting Algorithm to the Olson algorithm and the

113th real congressional districts.

Olson Redistricting Algorithm. The results for the Olson Redistricting Algorithm were calculated

based on the block equivalency files, which can be found online [55]. Using the census block

data, we merged the geometry and population data to reproduce the results so that metrics on

the population deviation and compactness scores could be calculated. The Olson Redistricting

Algorithm has a Vornoi-esque component and a swapping component. Sites are selected randomly

and districts are generated by iteratively adding surrounding units. Unlike our algorithm, the

swapping component allows swaps that make the population deviation worse. The criteria for

a good swap change throughout the execution, allowing swaps that make population deviation

worse while improving other criteria. This approach allows the algorithm to explore more possible

plans without getting stuck in a local optimum. We only report the final statistics in Figure 13

since we did not have access to intermediate results. We do not know how many executions were

examined in each state, nor the weights that were used. It is likely that different weights were used

in each state, which may explain the strong results. Out of 43 congressional redistricting plans

that were analyzed, 39 have valid population deviations. The worst population deviation is 0.78%,
which is slightly above the 0.5% goal. All three compactness scores are the highest among all the

versions compared in this analysis. While the Olson Redistricting Algorithm produces districts that

are more compact across the three measures, the ValidCompact version of the Divide and Conquer

Redistricting Algorithm operating on census blocks produces districts with a median population

deviation that is four orders of magnitude smaller.

113th Congressional Districts. To complete the context of the redistricting problem, it is also

appropriate to analyze actual congressional districts. A redistricting algorithm would not be useful

if it cannot at least match the metrics of the existing districts. Figure 13 provides a summary of the

population deviation and compactness scores for the 113th congressional districts. Most states have

districts with a population deviation near zero, and many have the optimal deviation, differing

only by one person [19]. Only Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia have population deviations

larger than 0.5%.10 However, compactness scores across all three measures are lower than the

Olson Redistricting Algorithm and recommended version of the Divide and Conquer Redistricting

Algorithm.

5 CONCLUSION
We offer a new redistricting algorithm that produces an optimal population deviation in most states,

demonstrating a valid approach to a challenging real world problem. While the Olson Redistricting

Algorithm is consistently the best algorithm if compactness and population deviation are equally

weighted criteria, we argue that population deviation should be considered as a more important

criteria given that most of the actual districts have optimal or near zero population deviation.

We compared the components of each algorithm to show the tradeoffs of population deviation

and compactness. We also compare results with different population units, maximization functions,

and sites which suggest a similar trend. It may be impossible to improve both population deviation

and compactness, which has implications not only for redistricting algorithm design, but also for

electoral policy. Further study of redistricting algorithms should continue our component-based

approach to further explore this relationship between population deviation and compactness.

10
West Virginia has a long tradition of keeping counties in tact, and the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that this tradition justifies

the larger population deviation [53]. There has been extensive redistricting litigation in Maryland and Virginia since the

113th Congressional Districts [41].
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The selection of sites is a particular area that should be studied further. The literature and our

results demonstrate that the selection of sites significantly impacts the final results. Since our

algorithm would work with any site choices, different approaches may reveal different qualities of

our algorithm.

It is unlikely that a single redistricting algorithm will satisfy the needs of all states. Geography,

demographics, and policy preferences differ from state to state, so more variations in redistricting

algorithms could be beneficial. While we recommend one of the versions of our Divide and Conquer

Redistricting Algorithm, the alternate versions may be useful in cases where our recommendation

fails to produce a valid plan. In cases where local political needs necessitate that communities of

interest stay together, the population unit vertices making up the state graph can be modified to

allow this algorithm to run on merged communities of interest. Similarly, in cases where a few

contiguous districts should be redistricted while leaving the rest of the state as is, the algorithm can

be run with just the relevant substate graph. Thus, we believe the introduced divide and conquer

algorithm can be useful in conjunction with a human understanding of the specific redistricting

needs.

Redistricting algorithms, like the one we propose here, can have meaningful impact on policy.

In November 2016, a federal court ruled that partisan gerrymanders are unconstitutional and

struck down Wisconsin’s current districts [54, 66]. This landmark case was the first to strike down

districts based on partisan bias, and may mark a turning point in redistricting policy, forcing state

governments in several states to redraw their plans with reduced partisan bias [66]. This decision

referenced alternative plans as proof that less partisan plans were possible [54]. Clearly, a variety

of objective redistricting algorithms can facilitate the generation of alternative plans for this kind

of analysis.

It has not yet been determined how many states will be impacted by the growing legal case

against partisan gerrymandering, which has been building for some time [58]. If all states are forced

to redraw their districts with less partisan bias, there is an opportunity for redistricting algorithms

to supplement the debate. A redistricting plan from an automated algorithm may never be chosen

as the official districts, but these algorithms can set a better standard by showing mapmakers what

is possible.
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